
ZS and Intelligencia AI™ Collaboration

Accelerating Business Development Decisions in Oncology 
How a global pharmaceutical company used data and AI to streamline business development activities

Key Objectives 
•   Develop a high-level view of the 

oncology market landscapes for 10+ 
tumor types 

•   Construct a comprehensive list 
of assets and priority screening 
criteria for business development 
efforts accounting for parameters 
such as: the organization’s strategic 
objectives, mechanism of action 
(MoA), target, clinical data and 
probability of technical and 
regulatory success (PTRS) 

•   Identify and develop a set of 
screening criteria to cut down the 
target assets to a short-list for 
business development efforts

 

Results and Impact 
•   Implemented an objective and data-

focused asset prioritization approach 
using AI-driven methodologies and 
expertly curated oncology data

•   Narrowed down 1,000+ oncology 
assets to 20 prioritized assets for 
business development evaluations 
and new product planning (NPP) 
within eight weeks

•   Accelerated process to iterate on 
the criteria and to filter data rapidly 
throughout the project for a timely 
and consistent feedback loop with 
the pharmaceutical customer 

Project Overview
Intelligencia AI™ and ZS collaborated to support a global pharmaceutical company’s 
Strategy and Business Development team in prioritizing assets for growth and 
investment opportunities. The pharma organization approached ZS to strategically 
review the oncology market landscape and identify attractive assets for potential  
in-licensing or co-development for its China division.
 
The market landscaping exercise focused on assessing market opportunities and unmet 
needs in the Chinese market and evaluated global assets from the U.S., EU, Japan and 
China. This landscaping exercise aimed to create a prioritized list of 20 target assets 
that the company’s business development group would further evaluate.

Methodology Overview
To evaluate the oncology landscape, ZS leveraged proprietary data from Intelligencia AI, 
subscribed data sources, and desk research to develop a comprehensive list of oncology 
assets in disease areas of interest for the organization. The goal was to evaluate assets 
across screening criteria and shortlist the most attractive assets. 

Criteria used to evaluate the attractiveness of oncology assets included:

Target/mechanism 
of action (MoA)

Tumor type Regulatory  
designation

Probability of 
technical and 

regulatory success 
(PTRS)

Market potential BD feasibility

CASE STUDY

Phase  
development

Alignment to  
corporate strategy

The project consisted of four main steps to identify the most promising assets for 
further business development evaluation. 
 
ZS leveraged Intelligencia AI’s expertly curated data and proven AI algorithms to 
accelerate comprehensive asset screening and profiling and rapidly iterate on the list 
of assets meeting the criteria needed.  

Step 1
Tumor type 

prioritization

Step 2
Asset 

identification

Step 3
Asset prioritization based on 
determined screening criteria, 

including innovation level,  
competitive landscape and  
regulatory considerations

Step 4
Case-by-case 

asset  
evaluation 
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Actionable Insights From Intelligencia AI Accelerated the Process 
By partnering with Intelligencia AI and leveraging its SaaS-based solution,  
Intelligencia Portfolio Optimizer™, ZS had access to data on pipeline assets for 
all cancer indications with FDA-track trials. This data was leveraged to accelerate 
research, validation and filtering of assets.

The ZS team utilized Intelligencia Portfolio Optimizer to:  
  See a high-level indication overview and then deep-dive into promising programs 

and assets

  Access detailed PTRS benchmarks for novel therapies, which helped inform asset 
prioritization

  Profile and compare assets rapidly and objectively based on the billions of curated 
data points that underlie the Portfolio Optimizer solution

  Use AI-driven PTRS predictions to support the pharma customer in choosing  
candidates that outperform historical benchmarks

  Make better-informed decisions with AI, as historical averages can be misleading 
and hide program-level nuances and relative strengths

“ By working with Intelligencia AI, 
their solution, and harmonized data, 
we completed the initial screen in 
about three weeks with just two 
team members, saving resources for 
our pharma customer. Based on past 
experiences with traditional data 
sources and approaches, this type 
of project typically takes four to five 
weeks of screening and six to seven 
individuals.” 

— David Dang, Strategy Insights & 
Planning Manager, ZS

Results and Impact
Within less than two months, the pharma customer received a list of the 20 most promising oncology assets for the 10+ tumor 
types of interest. The list was generated from an initial list of 1,000+ potential assets using a set of custom criteria developed by the 
pharmaceutical company that assured optimal alignment with their needs and strategy. 
 
The company’s business development team used the customized target list to focus on the most promising assets. Creating such a  
list was possible because the ZS team utilized Intelligencia Portfolio Optimizer, a SaaS-platform that delivers on-demand access to  
AI-powered insights.
 
Within approximately three months of ZS’s evaluation, at least two of the 20 shortlisted assets had already been acquired by other large 
pharma companies*, signaling the high attractiveness of the shortlisted assets and validating the approach. 

About Intelligencia AI
Intelligencia AI™ leads the way in leveraging proprietary data, biomedical expertise and artificial intelligence (AI) with its patented technology to address significant challenges 
in the pharmaceutical industry. These challenges include lengthy drug development timelines, excessive costs, and unsustainable return on investment (ROI). Its suite of AI-
powered solutions delivers actionable insights crucial in mitigating risks and enhancing decision-making associated with drug development by providing an accurate, unbiased 
assessment of a drug’s probability of success.

Founded in 2017, Intelligencia AI is headquartered in New York, NY, with offices in San Francisco, CA, and Athens, Greece, and employs 110 individuals globally. Visit 
intelligencia.ai to discover more. 

About ZS
ZS is a professional services firm that works side by side with companies to help develop and deliver products that drive customer value and company results. We leverage our deep 
industry expertise, leading-edge analytics, technology, and strategy to create solutions that work in the real world. With more than 37 years of experience and 10,000-plus ZSers in 
28 offices worldwide, we’re passionately committed to helping companies and their customers thrive. To learn more, visit www.zs.com or follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

*Please note the data and information reflected in this case study are as of August 2023. 

Ready to Accelerate Your Business Development Decisions With AI?
Let’s Connect

https://webforms.pipedrive.com/f/6UPkIUt3DriPK0rvdpasu4FQ2e65tWi3CDndttJ4F4hwHlAZCair1tIj3GpFB8C2Jl

